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Background: Pyrin domains (PYDs)mediate the assembly of inflammasome complexes, but PYD interactionmodes are not
well characterized.
Results: Interaction sites were identified on the PYD of the inflammasome adaptor protein, ASC.
Conclusion: ASC PYD has multiple binding sites allowing self-association and interaction with binding partners.
Significance: Understanding molecular details of inflammasome assembly may lead to development of anti-inflammatory
agents.

A key process underlying an innate immune response to
pathogens or cellular stress is activation of members of the
NOD-like receptor family, such as NLRP3, to assemble caspase-
1-activating inflammasome complexes. Activated caspase-1
processes proinflammatory cytokines into active forms that
mediate inflammation. Activation of the NLRP3 inflammasome
is also associated with common diseases including cardiovascu-
lar disease, diabetes, chronic kidney disease, andAlzheimer dis-
ease. However, the molecular details of NLRP3 inflammasome
assembly are not established. The adaptor protein ASC plays a
key role in inflammasome assembly. It is composed of an N-ter-
minal pyrin domain (PYD) and a C-terminal caspase recruit-
ment domain, which are protein interaction domains of the
death fold superfamily. ASC interacts with NLRP3 via a homo-
typicPYD interaction and recruits procaspase-1 via ahomotypic
caspase recruitment domain interaction. Here we demonstrate
that ASC PYD contains two distinct binding sites important for
self-association and interaction with NLRP3 and the modula-
tory protein POP1. Modeling of the homodimeric ASC PYD
complex formed via an asymmetric interaction using both sites
resembles a type I interaction found in other death fold domain
complexes. This interactionmode also permits assembly of ASC
PYDs into filaments. Furthermore, a type I binding mode is
likely conserved in interactions withNLRP3 and POP1, because
residues critical for interaction of ASC PYD are conserved in
these PYDs.We also demonstrate that ASCPYD can simultane-
ously self-associate and interact with NLRP3, rationalizing the
model whereby ASC self-association upon recruitment to
NLRP3 promotes clustering and activation of procaspase-1.

Activation of the innate immune response to pathogens and
various cellular stress signals ismediated by pattern recognition

receptors that include members of the NOD-like receptor
(NLR)2 family. NLRs are characterized by the presence of a
central nucleotide-binding domain and a C-terminal leucine-
rich repeat domain (1–4). Upon activation, certain NLRs
including NLRC4, NLRP1, NLRP3, and NLRP7 assemble into
caspase-1-activating complexes termed inflammasomes (5–9).
Inflammasomes mediate proximity-induced autoactivation of
caspase-1, which subsequently cleaves prointerleukin-1� and
prointerleukin-18 into their active forms to mediate an inflam-
matory response (10–12). Uncontrolled inflammasome activ-
ity caused by gain of function mutations in NLRP3 can cause
severe damage to the body as observed in autoinflammatory
syndromes such asMuckle-Wells syndrome, familial cold auto-
inflammatory syndrome, and neonatal onset multisystem
inflammatory disease (13). TheNLRP3 inflammasomehas been
particularly well studied because it is activated in response to a
wide range of danger and stress signals (14–21) and has been
implicated in the progression of a number of common diseases
such as cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, chronic kidney
disease, Alzheimer disease, and gout (15, 22–25). Conse-
quently, the NLRP3 inflammasome is a potential target for
therapeutic treatment of a wide range of diseases (26, 27). How-
ever, despite intensive research on the inflammasome, the
molecular details of its assembly and regulation remain to be
elucidated.
Inflammasome assembly is mediated by protein interaction

domains belonging to the death fold superfamily. This large
superfamily is comprised of the death domain (DD), death
effector domain, caspase recruitment domain (CARD), and
pyrin domain (PYD) subfamilies (28, 29). These domains typi-
cally exhibit a characteristic six-helix bundle fold and mediate
homotypic interactions between domains of the same subfam-
ily. The NLRP subfamily of NLRs, such as NLRP1, NLRP3, and
NLRP7, contain an N-terminal PYD and upon activation are
proposed to oligomerize via their nucleotide binding domain
and recruit the adaptor protein ASC (apoptosis-associated
speck-like protein containing a CARD) (6, 7, 9, 12). ASC is
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comprised of an N-terminal PYD and a C-terminal CARD and
plays a critical role in the assembly of NLRP inflammasomes (6,
7, 30). ASC is recruited to the NLRP oligomer via a homotypic
PYD interaction, whereas a homotypic CARD interaction
between ASC and procaspase-1 recruits the latter to the
inflammasome.
Intriguingly, ASC has been suggested to self-associate via

both its PYD and CARD domains (31, 32). However, it is not
clear whether ASC self-associates upon recruitment to the
inflammasome because its PYD and CARD domains are
engaged in interactions with NLRP3 and procaspase-1, respec-
tively. Furthermore, it is unclear how PYD-containing proteins
such as POP1 and Pyrin (33, 34) modulate ASC function in
inflammasome assembly. Apart from its role in inflammasome
assembly, ASC assembles into a speck-like structure upon stim-
ulation with apoptotic or inflammatory stimuli (35, 36). High
magnification microscopy indicates that the specks are fila-
mentous aggregates (32). The ASC specks induced by inflam-
matory stimuli, termed pyroptosomes, can induce caspase-1
activation andmediate pyroptotic cell death (36). However, the
molecular arrangement of ASC in the pyroptosome is not
known.
At present, the molecular basis of PYD and CARD interac-

tions that mediate inflammasome assembly are not known. In
particular, there is no structure for a PYD complex available.
The structures of various PYDs in isolation have been deter-
mined, including ASC (37), NLRP1 (38), NLRP3 (39), NLRP7
(40), NLRP12 (41), POP1 (42), and murine NLRP10 (Protein
Data Bank ID code 2DO9). Several PYDs including ASC, POP1,
andNLRP3 have distinct positively and negatively charged sur-
face patches, and this has led to the proposal that electrostatic
interactions will be critical for PYD interactions (37, 39, 42).
However, the interaction sites have not been systematically
mapped for any PYDs. In this study, we used a site-directed
mutagenesis approach to investigate themolecular interactions
of ASC PYD important for self-association, NLRP3 inflam-
masome assembly, and interactionwith themodulatory protein
POP1. Structural integrity of mutants with reduced binding
was confirmed using NMR spectroscopy to demonstrate a
direct role for these residues in interaction. Using the informa-
tion obtained fromourmutagenesis data, we generated amodel
of the ASC PYD homodimer that illustrates the binding mode
of PYDs. We also investigated whether self-association of the
ASC PYD and interaction with NLRP3 are mutual or exclusive
events. Finally, we examined the effect of POP1 on ASC inter-
action with NLRP3. Together, our data provide new insights
into the binding mode of PYDs and assembly of the pyropto-
some and NLRP3 inflammasome complexes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plasmids—For expression in Escherichia coli with an N-ter-
minal GST tag, the cDNA fragment encoding ASC PYD (resi-
dues 1–91) was subcloned into pGEX-4T-1 (GE Healthcare).
For expression in E. coliwith anN-terminal His6 tag, the cDNA
fragment encoding residues 1–96 of ASC was subcloned into
pQE-30 (Qiagen). Specific point mutations were introduced
intoASCPYDusing theQuikChange site-directedmutagenesis
approach (Stratagene). Full-length POP1 (residues 1–89) was

subcloned into pET-21a (Novagen) for in vitro translation, and
His6-tagged POP1 was expressed in E. coli as previously
described (42). The Pyrin PYD (residues 1–92) was subcloned
into pET-28b (Novagen) for expression with a C-terminal His6
tag. Full-length ASC (residues 1–195) was expressed in mam-
malian cells using pcDNA3-ASC. Full-length NLRP3 was
expressed in mammalian cells with an N-terminal His6 tag and
a C-terminal FLAG tag using pcDNA3.1/His B plasmid. For
expression inmammalian cells, full-length ASC, ASC PYD, and
POP1 were amplified with an N-terminal Myc tag and sub-
cloned into pcDNA3.1(�) (Invitrogen). Sequences of all con-
structs were verified by automated DNA sequencing (Austra-
lian Genome Research Facility).
Protein Expression and Purification—His6-tagged proteins

were expressed in E. coli BL21 cells (pQE-30 plasmid) or
BL21(DE3) cells (pET plasmids). To express wild-type and
mutant ASC PYDs, the cells were grown at 37 °C to an optical
density (A600 nm) of 0.4 and then induced with 1 mM isopropyl
�-D-thiogalactopyranoside at 20 °C overnight. To express
POP1 and the Pyrin PYD, cells were grown at 37 °C to an optical
density of 1.0 and then induced with 1 mM isopropyl �-D-thio-
galactopyranoside at 37 °C for 5 h. Uniformly 15N- and 13C/
15N-labeled proteins for NMR studies were expressed in mini-
malmedium containing 15NH4Cl (1 g/liter) and [13C]glucose (2
g/liter) as the sole nitrogen and carbon sources, as previously
described (43). His6-tagged proteins were purified using Ni2�

affinity followed by size exclusion chromatography on a Sep-
hacryl S-100 HR column (GE Healthcare). GST-ASC PYD
(wild-type andmutant) fusion proteinswere expressed inE. coli
BL21 cells and batch-purified using glutathione-agarose beads
(Sigma).
In Vitro Protein Interaction Assays—NLRP3, ASC, POP1,

and Pyrin PYD were expressed in vitro using the TNT T7 cou-
pled reticulocyte lysate system (Promega) in the presence of
[35S]methionine (PerkinElmer Life Sciences). The 35S-labeled
proteins were incubated with GST-tagged wild-type or mutant
ASC PYD bound to glutathione-agarose in 150 �l of binding
buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 50 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1%
Nonidet P-40, 10% glycerol). The samples were incubated for
2 h at 4 °C andwashed three timeswith 0.5ml of binding buffer.
Bound protein was eluted with SDS-PAGE sample buffer and
separated by SDS-PAGE. 35S-Labeled protein was detected by
phosphorimaging. For competition binding studies, purified
recombinant His6-tagged POP1, ASC PYD, or Pyrin PYD was
added to the binding reactions.
Co-immunoprecipitation Assays—HEK 293T cells were

maintained in DMEM/F-12 medium supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum. The cells were seeded in 6-well plates and
transfected using FuGENE (Promega). After incubation for
24 h, the transfected cells were lysed by syringing in a hypotonic
lysis buffer (20mMHEPES pH 7.4, 10mMKCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1
mM PMSF, 2 mg/ml leupeptin, 1 mM Na3VO4, 5 mM NaF). The
cell lysate was centrifuged at 10,000 � g for 15 min at 4 °C, and
the supernatant was diluted 1:1 with 2� immunoprecipitation
buffer (100 mM Tris pH 7.8, 300 mM NaCl, 0.2% Nonidet P-40,
10 mM EDTA) and then filtered through a low protein binding
Millex-GP 0.22-�mmembrane (Millipore). The resulting solu-
ble cell lysate was precleared using protein ADynabeads (Invit-
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rogen). The precleared cell lysate was incubated with 1 �l of
anti-Myc antibody (clone 9B11; Cell SignalingTechnology) or 5
�l of anti-FLAG antibody (DYKDDDDK tag antibody; Cell Sig-
naling Technology) at 4 °C overnight. Protein A Dynabeads
were added to each sample, incubated for 2 h, and then washed
three times with immunoprecipitation buffer (50 mM Tris pH
7.8, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Nonidet P-40, 5 mM EDTA). Bead-
bound proteins were eluted with SDS-PAGE sample buffer.
Eluted proteins and cell lysates were separated by SDS-PAGE
and immunoblotted using antibodies to ASC (Enzo Life Sci-
ences), Myc tag (Cell Signaling Technology), FLAG tag (Cell
Signaling Technology), and �-actin (Sigma-Aldrich) and devel-
oped using enhanced chemiluminescence.
NMR Spectroscopy—Samples for NMR contained 0.3–0.9

mM protein in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 4.0, and 150 mM

NaCl. NMR spectra were acquired at 25 °C on a Bruker Avance
750 MHz spectrometer equipped with a z-shielded gradient
triple resonance probe. NMR spectra were processed with
NMRPipe (44) and analyzed using CcpNmr (45). Two-dimen-
sional 1H-15N HSQC spectra were recorded for wild-type ASC
PYD and point mutants that affected interactions of the ASC
PYD (R3A, D10A, E13A, K21A, R38A, R41A, D48A, D51A, and
D54A). Backbone resonance assignments of wild-type ASC
PYDwere accomplished using 3DHNCO,HN(CA)CO,CBCA-
(CO)NH, HNCACB, and C(CO)NH experiments (46). Muta-
tion-induced chemical shift changes were calculated using
weighted average values, ��av, with ��av � {[��(1HN)2 �
(0.2��(15N))2]/2}1/2 (47). Assignments for the 1H, 13C, and 15N
backbone resonances of ASC PYD have been deposited in the
BioMagResBank database with the accession number 18608.
HADDOCKModeling—Modeling the ASC PYD homodimer

structure was performed using theHADDOCK (HighAmbigu-
ityDriven protein-proteinDOCKing)web server (48). TheASC
PYD structure (ProteinData Bank ID code 1UCP) (37)was used
as the starting structure for docking calculations. Active resi-
dues were defined based on mutagenesis data from this study
and surface accessibility (�27% exposed to solvent). Residues
Lys-21 and Arg-41 were defined as active residues for one ASC
PYD molecule, whereas residues Glu-13, Asp-48, and Asp-51
were designated active residues for the second molecule. Pas-
sive residues were defined automatically. A total of 1000 com-
plex structures were calculated using rigid body docking, with
the best 200 structures subjected to further refinement and
cluster analysis. The lowest energy cluster was chosen to repre-
sent the structure of the ASC PYD homodimer. Coordinates of
the ASC PYD homodimer structure have been deposited in
the Protein Model Data Base with the identification number
PM0078339.

RESULTS

Overlapping Binding Sites on the ASC PYD Mediate Self-as-
sociation and Interaction with NLRP3 and POP1—Because the
ASCPYDmediates self-association, as well as ASC recruitment
to NLRP3 and interaction with the modulatory protein POP1,
we were interested to understand the binding mode for each of
these different interactions. Although previous studies have
suggested that highly charged surface patches are important for
ASC PYD interactions (31, 37, 49), we used an unbiased

approach to design 16 alanine point mutations that span the
surface of the ASC PYD to explore all potential modes of inter-
action. Only surface-exposed residues with a solvent accessibil-
ity greater than 27%were selected for mutagenesis to minimize
any structural perturbations, and approximately two residues
per helix were mutated to cover the entire surface (Fig. 1A). To
assess the effect of mutations on the different interactions,
wild-type andmutant ASC PYDswere expressed as GST fusion
proteins and used in binding assays with in vitro translated
ASC, NLRP3, or POP1. Interestingly, four point mutations
(K21A, R41A, D48A, and D51A) abolished all interactions with
ASC, whereas a fifth mutation (E13A) markedly reduced all
interactions (Fig. 1, B–D). In addition, five other mutations
(R3A, D10A, R38A, D54A, and Q84A) also diminished interac-
tion with POP1 (Fig. 1D) but did not disrupt ASC self-associa-
tion or NLRP3 binding.
To verify the importance of the five key residues (Glu-13,

Lys-21, Arg-41, Asp-48, andAsp-51) forASCPYD interactions,
we tested the effect of mutating these residues on interactions
of full-length ASC in a more physiologically relevant context.
Co-expression of NLRP3, ASC, and procaspase-1 in HEK 293T
cells has been shown to reconstitute a functionally active
inflammasome (7), although HEK 293T cells normally do not
express inflammasome components. Thus we used this cell line
to study ASC interactions. Wild-type or mutant full-length
ASC was co-expressed in HEK 293T cells with either FLAG-
tagged NLRP3, Myc-tagged POP1 orMyc-tagged ASC, and the
ability ofASC to co-immunoprecipitatewith these proteinswas
tested. Consistent with the in vitro binding data, the five core
mutations (E13A, K21A, R41A, D48A, and D51A) all disrupted
the ability of ASC to co-immunoprecipitate with NLRP3 and
POP1 (Fig. 2, A and B). An E67A mutation that did not affect
interactions of the ASC PYD in vitro also did not disrupt co-
immunoprecipitation of ASC with NLRP3 and POP1 (Fig. 2, A
andB).When interactionwithMyc-tagged full-lengthASCwas
examined, although the ASC mutants showed diminished
binding compared with wild-type ASC (Fig. 2C), some interac-
tion was retained. Because the CARD domain of ASC is known
to contribute to ASC self-association (32), it is likely that the
CARD-mediated interaction allows partial retention of ASC
self-association. To eliminate CARD-mediated effects, the abil-
ity of wild-type or mutant full-length ASC to co-immunopre-
cipitate with Myc-tagged ASC PYD was tested. These data
showed the core mutations (E13A, K21A, R41A, D48A, and
D51A) completely abolished the interaction between full-
length ASC and Myc-tagged ASC PYD, although the E67A
mutant retained interaction (Fig. 2D).
We noted that there was a variation in the level of ASC in the

soluble cell lysates, with cells expressing wild-type ASC or the
E67Amutant having the lowest levels. However, the expression
levels of ASC in the total cell lysates were similar (supplemental
Fig. S1). Because ASC forms aggregates in vivo (35), we surmise
that a large fraction of wild-type and E67A ASC form insoluble
aggregates, whereas the binding-defective ASC mutants are
more soluble because of decreased self-association. This is con-
sistent with previous studies using fluorescence microscopy to
demonstrate that mutations K21A, R41A, D48A, and D51A are
defective in ASC filament formation (31). Similarly, the
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reduced level of FLAG-tagged NLRP3 in the soluble lysate
from cells expressing wild-type or E67A ASC is likely due to
the formation of insoluble complexes of NLRP3 with wild-
type or E67A ASC and to a much lesser extent with the
binding-defective ASC mutants. This is consistent with the
formation of large complexes of NLRP3 and ASC upon co-
expression in HEK 293T cells that have been observed by
microscopy (50).
ASC PYD Contains Two Distinct Binding Sites—Of the five

key residues important for interactions mediated by the ASC
PYD, two residues (Lys-21 andArg-41) are located in helices�2
and �3 (Fig. 3A), and cluster within a positively charged surface
(Fig. 3B). The other three residues (Glu-13, Asp-48, and Asp-
51) are present in helix �1, �3-�4 loop, and helix �4 (Fig. 3A)
and are located within a negatively charged surface (Fig. 3B).
These two highly charged patches are adjacently located in the
ASC PYD structure. The additional residues required for POP1
interaction (Arg-3, Asp-10, Arg-38, Asp-54, and Gln-84) are
located close in sequence or in space to the key residues
required for binding (Fig. 3A). Residues Asp-10 and Asp-54 are
within the negatively charged patch, whereas Arg-38 is part of
the positively charged surface (Fig. 3B). Residues Arg-3 and
Gln-84, which have mild effects on POP1 interaction when
mutated, are located on the periphery of the negatively charged
binding surface.
Because the residues selected for mutagenesis were highly

surface exposed, the mutations were not expected to disrupt

the structure of the ASC PYD. However, we could not discount
effects on protein conformation, and therefore we assessed the
structural integrity of theASCPYDmutants that affected inter-
actions using NMR spectroscopy. 15N-Labeled wild-type and
mutant ASC PYDs were analyzed by comparing their two-di-
mensional 1H-15N HSQC spectra (supplemental Fig. S2). The
peaks corresponding to each residue in wild-type ASC PYD
were assigned using standard triple resonance experiments
(46) and are labeled in supplemental Fig. S2A. Comparison of
the HSQC spectra of the binding-deficient mutants (E13A,
K21A, R41A, D48A, and D51A) with wild-type ASC PYD
demonstrated that the mutant proteins are correctly folded,
with only minor shifts in the peaks of residues that are close
in sequence or space to the mutation sites (supplemental Fig.
S2, B–F). For example, the K21A mutation in helix �2
induced very small shifts (�� � 0.005 ppm) in residues Glu-
18, Leu-20, Phe-23, Lys-24, Leu-25, and Leu-27, which are
close in sequence, as well as in residues Ala-43, Leu-44, Leu-
45, Ser-46, and Asp-48, which are close in space on helix �3
and the �3-�4 loop.
NMR analysis of the additional ASC PYD mutants (R3A,

D10A, R38A, and D54A) that affected interaction with POP1
showed that the R3A,D10A, andD54Amutations only induced
minor shifts in a few residues that were close to the mutation
site (supplemental Fig. S3, A, B, and D). However, the R38A
mutation in the �2-�3 loop caused numerous shifts as well as
the disappearance of several peaks (supplemental Fig. S3C) that

FIGURE 1. Identification of residues important for ASC PYD interactions. A, ribbon representation of the ASC PYD structure (Protein Data Bank ID code
1UCP) (37) with locations of the residues mutated in this study indicated. The residues mutated include Arg-3, Asp-10, and Glu-13 (helix �1); Glu-18 and Lys-21
(helix �2); Glu-34 and Arg-38 (�2-�3 loop); Arg-41 (helix �3); Asp-48 (�3-�4 loop); Asp-51 and Asp-54 (helix �4); Thr-63, Glu-67, and Arg-74 (helix �5); and Glu-80
and Gln-84 (helix �6). B–D, purified bead-bound wild-type or mutant GST-ASC PYD or GST alone were used in binding assays with in vitro translated [35S]me-
thionine-labeled ASC (B), NLRP3 (C), or POP1 (D). Bound protein was eluted with SDS-PAGE sample buffer and subjected to SDS-PAGE. GST-ASC PYD was
detected by Coomassie stain, whereas 35S-labeled proteins were detected by phosphorimaging. An amount representing 10% of the input of in vitro translated
protein used for binding studies is shown. Note that the upper band in the lanes containing NLRP3 is attributed to formation of a high molecular weight
aggregate.
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mainly correspond to residues in helices �4 and �5, which are
in contact with the �2-�3 loop. This suggests a structural per-
turbation in the vicinity of the mutation.
NMR studies of ASC PYD were undertaken at pH 4 because

the protein has a tendency to self-associate and aggregate at
neutral pH (37). Low pH conditions gave rise to a monomeric
species as indicated by uniform narrow line widths in the
HSQC spectra (supplemental Fig. S2). Attempts to further val-
idate the residues important for ASC interactions using NMR
chemical shift mapping at neutral pH were unsuccessful
because of precipitation of ASC PYD.
Binding Mode of the ASC PYD—We postulate that the two

binding sites with opposing charges (Fig. 3B) interact to medi-
ate ASC self-association. To generate a model for dimerization
of ASC PYD, we used the molecular docking program HAD-
DOCK (48). Residues on the positively charged surface (Lys-21
and Arg-41) were defined as active residues for one ASC PYD
molecule, whereas residues on the negatively charged surface
(Glu-13, Asp-48, and Asp-51) were designated active residues
for the second molecule. All of these residues are surface-ex-
posed (�27% solvent accessibility), and alanine mutation of

FIGURE 2. Validation of key residues for ASC PYD interactions in mamma-
lian cell lysates. Plasmids expressing WT or mutant ASC or empty vector (V)
were co-transfected with plasmids expressing either FLAG-tagged NLRP3 (A),
Myc-tagged POP1 (B), Myc-tagged full-length ASC (C), or Myc-tagged ASC
PYD (D) in HEK 293T cells. FLAG- or Myc-tagged proteins were immunopre-
cipitated (IP) with appropriate antibodies, and the immunoprecipitated com-
plexes were analyzed by Western blotting. NLRP3 was detected using an anti-
FLAG antibody, POP1 was detected using an anti-Myc antibody, full-length
ASC was detected using an anti-ASC antibody, and Myc-tagged ASC PYD was
detected using an anti-Myc antibody. The level of �-actin was used as an
internal loading control and was detected using an anti-�-actin antibody.

FIGURE 3. Residues required for interaction of the ASC PYD map to posi-
tive and negative surfaces. Mutations that diminish interactions of the ASC
PYD were mapped onto ribbon representation (A) and surface electrostatic
potential (B) of the ASC PYD structure (Protein Data Bank ID code 1UCP) (37).
In A, mutations that diminished all interactions are shown in green, whereas
mutations that only diminish interaction with POP1 are shown in orange.

FIGURE 4. Model of the ASC PYD homodimer in comparison with the
Apaf-1�procaspase-9 CARD complex. A, model of the ASC PYD
homodimer generated using HADDOCK. B, model of the Apaf-1�pro-
caspase-9 CARD complex (Protein Data Bank ID code 3YGS) (52). In both A
and B, the subunit using helices �2 and �3 for interaction is shown in a
similar orientation. Acidic (red) and basic residues (blue) important for
interaction are indicated.
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these residues disrupted interaction without any effect on
structure.
Analysis of the ASC PYD homodimer model (Fig. 4A) using

PISA (51) showed that the interface comprises Glu-18, Lys-21,
Lys-22, Leu-25, Lys-26, Arg-41, andMet-76 from onemolecule
and Glu-13, Thr-16, Ala-17, Lys-24, Ser-46, Asp-48, Ala-49,
Leu-50, and Asp-51 from the secondmolecule. The interaction
appears to be dominated by electrostatic contacts and hydro-
gen bondingwith a smaller contribution fromhydrophobic side
chains.Overall the observed interactions are in good agreement
with the mutagenesis data. Interestingly, the structure resem-
bles the CARD interaction between Apaf-1 and procaspase-9
(Fig. 4B) in which helices �2 and �3 of Apaf-1 interact with
helices �1 and �4 of procaspase-9 (52). However, there are
some differences between the PYD and CARD complexes
because of structural differences between the CARD and PYD
domains. In CARD domains, helix 1 is bent, and this allows the
procaspase-9 CARD tomediate a greater contact area with hel-
ices �2 and �3 of Apaf-1 (Fig. 4B). Consistent with this, the
buried surface area of the CARD complex is 1100 Å2, whereas
the buried surface area of the ASC PYD homodimer is 636 Å2.
In addition, the orientation of helices �2 and �3 are almost
parallel to helices �1 and �4 in the CARD complex, but in the

ASC PYD homodimer helices �2 and �3 are perpendicular to
helices �1 and �4. Thus in the PYD complex only the C termi-
nus of helix �1 and the N terminus of helix �4 of one PYD
contact helices �2 and �3 of the second PYD. Interestingly, the
docking model shows that the PYDs of the homodimer are ori-
ented to enable the two interaction sites of each subunit to
engage in further independent interactions (Fig. 4A) either to
build a higher order ASC oligomer or to interact with other
binding proteins.
Residues Important for ASC PYD Interactions Are Conserved

in NLRP3 and POP1—The key residues for ASC PYD self-asso-
ciation, as well as interaction with NLRP3 and POP1, are
shared, suggesting that the mode of interaction of ASC PYD
with NLRP3 and POP1 is similar to the mode of self-associa-
tion. To investigate this further, we performed a sequence
alignment of the PYDs of ASC, POP1, and NLRP3 to ascertain
whether the residues important for interactions of the ASC
PYD are conserved (Fig. 5A). Notably, all five key residues are
identical in the PYDs of NLRP3 and POP1. Furthermore, a
structural alignment of the ASC, POP1, and NLRP3 PYDs
showed that the spatial arrangement of these residues in the
structures is very similar (Fig. 5B). These data are consistent
with a conserved binding mode of the ASC PYD with these

FIGURE 5. Residues critical for interaction of the ASC PYD are conserved in NLRP3 and POP1. A, amino acid sequence alignment of the PYDs of ASC,
POP1, and NLRP3. Basic and acidic residues important for all interactions of the ASC PYD are colored blue and red, respectively, whereas additional
residues important for interaction with POP1 are colored orange. B, structures of the PYDs of ASC (Protein Data Bank ID code 1UCP) (37), POP1 (Protein
Data Bank ID code 2HM2) (42), and NLRP3 (Protein Data Bank ID code 3QF2) (39) were aligned using PyMOL, and the residues important for interaction
of the ASC PYD are indicated with acidic residues in red and basic residues in blue. C, surface electrostatic potential of the PYDs of ASC, POP1, and NLRP3
shown in the same orientation as B.
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PYDs. There are, however, some differences in the surface elec-
trostatics of these different PYDs. In particular, the positive
surface of NLRP3 is markedly less contiguous (Fig. 5C). The
differences in electrostatics and shape of the PYDs are likely to
dictate their binding specificity.
ASC Self-association Promotes Interaction with NLRP3 but

Inhibits Interaction with POP1—Because the residues on ASC
PYD thatwere important for self-associationwere also required
for interaction with NLRP3 and POP1, we tested whether self-
association of theASCPYD is compatible withNLRP3 or POP1
binding. Bead-bound GST-ASC PYD was incubated with in
vitro translated NLRP3 or POP1 alone or in the presence of
increasing concentrations of soluble ASC PYD. As expected,
there was increased self-association of the soluble ASC PYD
with the bead-bound GST-ASC PYD as the concentration of
soluble ASC PYDwas increased. The binding of POP1 to bead-
bound GST-ASC PYD was diminished in the presence of self-
associated ASC PYD (Fig. 6A), which is consistent with POP1
and soluble ASC PYD competing for interaction with GST-
ASC PYD. In contrast, interaction of NLRP3 with GST-ASC
PYD appeared to be promoted in the presence of self-asso-
ciated ASC PYD (Fig. 6B). The increased binding of NLRP3
in the presence of self-associated ASC PYD was more evi-
dent when an increased amount of bead-bound GST-ASC
PYD and soluble ASC PYD were used in the assay (Fig. 6C).
There was some precipitation of soluble ASC PYD, based on
nonspecific binding to GST when the highest amount of sol-
uble ASC PYD was used (26 �g of ASC PYD; Fig. 6C). Inter-
estingly, the precipitated ASC PYD aggregates could also
mediate interaction with NLRP3. However, this was insignif-
icant compared with the increased interaction with NLRP3
that was mediated by self-association of ASC with GST-ASC
PYD. These data are consistent with oligomerized ASC PYD
interacting with NLRP3.
ASC Interaction with NLRP3 Is Retained in the Presence of

POP1—Although POP1 is proposed to function as amodulator
of the inflammasome (33), the effect of POP1 on interaction of
ASC with NLRP3 has not been tested. Because the ASC PYD
appears to use the same residues to interact with POP1 and
NLRP3 (Fig. 1), POP1 may inhibit interaction between ASC
PYD and NLRP3. To test this hypothesis, bead-bound GST-
ASC PYD was incubated with in vitro translated NLRP3 in
the presence of increasing concentrations of purified recom-
binant POP1. No decrease in the amount of NLRP3 bound to
GST-ASC PYD was observed even in the presence of a
10-fold excess of POP1 compared with GST-ASC PYD (Fig.
7,A and B). In contrast, the binding of NLRP3 to bead-bound
GST-ASC PYD was decreased in the presence of purified
Pyrin PYD (Fig. 7C). This is consistent with previous studies
showing that Pyrin can inhibit the interaction between ASC
andNLRP3 (53). In an alternative approach, we co-expressed
NLRP3 and ASC in HEK 293T cells in the presence or
absence of POP1 and tested the ability of ASC to co-immu-
noprecipitate with NLRP3. In agreement with the GST pull-
down assay, POP1 did not inhibit the ability of ASC to co-
immunoprecipitate with NLRP3 (Fig. 7D).

DISCUSSION

Assembly of oligomeric complexes that function in inflam-
matory and apoptotic signaling pathways is largelymediated by
protein interaction domains of the death fold superfamily (28,
29). These domains mediate the recruitment of effector mole-
cules, such as caspases and kinases, to oligomeric platforms
allowing them to come into close proximity to gain activity

FIGURE 6. ASC self-association promotes interaction with NLRP3 but not
with POP1. Purified bead-bound GST-ASC PYD or GST alone were used for
binding assays with soluble ASC PYD (2 or 4 �g) and either in vitro translated
[35S]methionine-labeled POP1 (A) or NLRP3 (B). The final volume of the bind-
ing reactions was 150 �l. C, purified bead-bound GST-ASC PYD or GST alone
were used for binding assays with soluble ASC PYD (13 or 26 �g) and in vitro
translated [35S]methionine-labeled NLRP3. The final volume of the binding
reactions was 1 ml, and 10 times more bead-bound protein than in A and
B was used. In A–C, bound proteins were eluted with SDS-PAGE sample buffer
and subjected to SDS-PAGE. GST, GST-ASC PYD, and soluble ASC PYD were
detected by Coomassie stain, whereas 35S-labeled proteins were detected by
phosphorimaging. An amount representing 10% of the input of in vitro trans-
lated protein used for binding studies is shown.
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(54–56). The NLRP3 inflammasome is assembled via PYD and
CARD interactions to promote caspase-1 activation (7), but its
structure is poorly characterized. ASC is a critical adaptor pro-
tein that bridges the interaction between the NLRP3 oligomer
and procaspase-1 (7). ASC also self-associates to form a

caspase-1-activating platform termed the pyroptosome (36).
To gain insights into the interaction modes of PYDs and the
molecular architecture of the inflammasome and pyroptosome
complexes, we investigated the molecular basis of ASC PYD
interactions. The binding surfaces of ASC PYD required for
self-association, recruitment to NLRP3, and interaction with
POP1were identified using site-directedmutagenesis. Residues
Glu-13, Asp-48, and Asp-51 in the negatively charged surface
and residues Lys-21 and Arg-41 in the positively charged sur-
face of ASCPYDwere critical for all three interactions. Because
the two charged surfaces are located on opposite sides of ASC
PYD, there are at least two distinct binding sites that mediate
interactions. Furthermore, we show that ASC PYD can use
these two sites to simultaneously engage in self-association and
interaction with NLRP3.
Construction of a model for the homodimeric complex

between ASC PYDs revealed how residues Lys-21 and
Arg-41 in helices �2 and �3 of one PYD interact with resi-
dues Glu-13, Asp-48, and Asp-51 in helix �1, the �3-�4 loop,
and helix �4 of another PYD. Notably, these residues are
conserved in ASC from diverse species (supplemental Fig.
S4), supporting an important role for these residues. The
homodimer interface resembles a type I interaction, which is
one of three conserved interaction types found in complexes
formed by domains of the death fold superfamily (29). The
type I interaction was originally described for the Apaf-
1�procaspase-9 CARD complex (52) and has subsequently
been found between DD subunits in other complexes includ-
ing the PIDDosome, a caspase-2-activating complex assem-
bled in response to DNA damage (54), and the Myddosome
assembled during Toll-like receptor signaling (55), as well as
the Fas�FADD complex formed during death receptor signal-
ing (56). The type I interaction in these complexes mediates
self-association of DDs, as well as interactions with comple-
mentary DDs in binding partners.
Our finding that residues Asp-48 and Asp-51 in the nega-

tively charged surface and residues Lys-21 and Arg-41 in the
positively charged surface of the ASC PYD are important for
self-association is in good agreement with a previous study
showing that mutation of these residues prevented assembly of
the ASC PYD into filaments (31). In contrast, we also identified
a role for Glu-13 in helix �1 for ASC PYD self-association.
However, the E13Amutation only partially disrupted self-asso-
ciation in our assay; thus it may not noticeably diminish fila-
ment formation in vivo. A second discrepancy between our data
and the previous study is in the role of Leu-25, which was
reported to be important for ASCPYD filament formation (31).
Our study does not support a critical role for this residue,
because Leu-25 can be replaced by alanine without affecting
self-association (supplemental Fig. S5A). However, Leu-25 is
spatially close to Lys-21 and Arg-41 (supplemental Fig. S5D)
and potentially contacts other hydrophobic residues (Ala-49
and Leu-50) in the adjacent ASC PYD.
Interestingly, when we generated a model for oligomeriza-

tion of the ASC PYD via the type I interface present in the
homodimermodel, we found thatASCPYDs form a helical-like
arrangement with three PYDs per turn (Fig. 8). This complex
can be extended to form a filament and explains the propensity

FIGURE 7. POP1 does not inhibit interaction of ASC with NLRP3. A–C, puri-
fied bead-bound wild-type or mutant GST-ASC PYD was incubated with in
vitro translated [35S]methionine-labeled NLRP3 alone or in the presence of
increasing concentrations of purified POP1 (A and B) or purified Pyrin PYD (C).
Bound protein was eluted with SDS-PAGE sample buffer and subjected to
SDS-PAGE. GST-ASC PYD, purified POP1, and purified Pyrin PYD were
detected by Coomassie stain, whereas 35S-labeled proteins were detected by
phosphorimaging. D, ASC was co-expressed with FLAG-tagged NLRP3 in the
presence or absence of Myc-tagged POP1. Cells were transfected with two
different concentrations of ASC to increase the probability of detecting an
effect. NLRP3 was immunoprecipitated (IP) with an anti-FLAG antibody, and
the immunoprecipitated complexes were analyzed by Western blotting.
NLRP3 was detected using an anti-FLAG antibody, POP1 was detected using
an anti-Myc antibody, and full-length ASC was detected using an anti-ASC
antibody.
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of the ASC PYD to form filaments in vivo (31, 32). Consistent
with previous observations that full-length ASC also forms fil-
amentous aggregates in vivo (32), we were also able to generate
a hypothetical model of full-length ASC assembled into a fila-
ment via PYD interactions (supplemental Fig. S6). In this
model, the CARD domains are oriented away from the ASC
PYD filament and do not interfere with assembly. Because the
CARD and PYD are separated by a flexible linker, the CARD is
free to engage in independent interactions (57). In addition to
interaction with procaspase-1, the CARDs may contribute to
self-association and thus further stabilize the ASC filament.
Assembly of ASC into such a filament is also in agreement with
a previous study suggesting that the ASC pyroptosome is an
oligomer of ASC dimers (36).
The interaction of ASC PYD with POP1 is likely to share a

similar binding mode to ASC PYD self-association. POP1 has
high sequence identity toASCPYD (64%), and the genes encod-
ing both proteins are proposed to have arisen by gene duplica-
tion (33). Moreover, POP1 binding and ASC self-association
are competitive interactions. Our data based on in vitro GST
pull-down assays as well as co-immunoprecipitation in HEK
293T cells clearly demonstrate that mutation of residues on
both the positive and negative surfaces of ASCPYDalso disrupt
interaction with POP1. However, a previous study using NMR
spectroscopy tomap the surface ofASCPYD that interactswith
POP1 proposed a role for residues Asp-6, Glu-13, Asp-48, and
Asp-D54 on the negative surface but did not find any evidence
of a role for residues in the positively charged surface (49).
Notably, an L25Amutant was used in this study to improve the
solubility of ASC PYD (49). However, our in vitro binding data
show that the L25A mutation diminishes interaction of ASC
PYD with POP1 (supplemental Fig. S5C); thus it is not surpris-
ing that only very small chemical shift changes (�� � 0.07 ppm)
were detected upon titration of 15N-labeled ASC PYD (L25A)

with POP1. Interestingly, the same study (49) showed that
mutagenesis of Lys-21 (K21A) and Arg-41 (R41W) in the posi-
tive surface also diminished interaction of ASC PYD with
POP1. This observation was proposed to be via a transduced
effect, whereby conformational changes at one surface are com-
municated to the other surface through the hydrophobic core.
However, our data indicate that R41A and K21A mutations do
not perturb the structure, suggesting that residues in the posi-
tive surface of ASC PYD also directly interact with POP1. We
postulate that POP1 can interact with both surfaces of the ASC
PYD in the same manner that ASC PYD forms a filament, and
thus POP1 is likely to insert into an ASC filament. In support of
this hypothesis, POP1 is recruited to ASC specks when co-ex-
pressed with ASC (33).
In contrast to the competitive nature of POP1 binding, ASC

self-association promotes NLRP3 interaction. This observation
raises the possibility that mutations disrupting ASC PYD self-
association may indirectly disrupt interaction with NLRP3.
However, no additional mutations in ASC PYD disrupt inter-
action with NLRP3, and residues important for ASC PYD
interactions are conserved in NLRP3 PYD. These observa-
tions suggest a similar binding mode to the ASC PYD
homodimer. Moreover, because each ASC PYD of the
homodimer retains an available interaction site, ASC PYD
self-association and interaction with NLRP3 are not mutu-
ally exclusive. Indeed, we generated a model that demon-
strates how the ASC PYD homodimer can interact with two
NLRP3 PYDs (supplemental Fig. S7). The ability of ASC
PYDs to self-associate while interacting with NLRP3 is
expected to allow the ASC CARD domains to recruit pro-
caspase-1 and induce its activation. Although our model
explains how the ASC PYD can self-associate and interact
with NLRP3 PYDs, detailed mapping of interaction sites on
NLRP3 PYD are required to validate the model.

FIGURE 8. Assembly of the ASC PYD into higher order oligomers. To generate higher order ASC PYD oligomers, multiple copies of the ASC PYD homodimer
model were aligned using the type I interface; subunit 2 of one homodimer was superimposed with subunit 1 of a second homodimer. A, trimeric complex of
ASC PYDs. The three PYDs form one turn of a helix and individual PYDs are colored gray, pink, and orange, respectively. Top and side views of the complex are
shown. Schematics of the top and side views are also shown to illustrate the helical arrangement of the complex. B, hexameric complex of ASC PYDs to illustrate
extension into a filament. In both A and B, the double-headed arrows indicate the interactions between PYDs, and acidic and basic residues that mediate ASC
PYD interactions are colored red and blue, respectively.
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The differential effects of ASC self-association on interaction
with NLRP3 and POP1 are likely due to the oligomerization
states of NLRP3 and POP1. Because NLRP3 assembles into an
oligomer (6), its interaction with ASC PYD is likely to be pro-
moted by self-association because of increased contacts
between self-associated ASC and theNLRP3 oligomer as in our
model. However, because POP1 is a monomer (42), ASC self-
association does not promote its interaction. The fact that over-
lapping sites on ASC PYD interact with POP1 and NLRP3 sug-
gested that POP1 may inhibit interaction of ASC with NLRP3.
However, we found that addition of POP1 had no effect on the
interaction between ASC and NLRP3. POP1 may have a lower
affinity for ASC than NLRP3 and thus may not function as an
inhibitor of inflammasome assembly. In agreement with our
data, previous studies have shown that POP1 does not inhibit
IL-1� secretion upon co-expression with NLRP3, ASC, and
procaspase-1 but instead promotes it (33). Moreover, because
ASC is known to interact with the IKK complex (58), POP1may
modulate this other aspect of ASC function.
The residues important for ASC PYD interaction are not all

conserved in the PYDs of NLRP1, NLRP7, NLRP10, and
NLRP12 (supplemental Fig. S8,A andB). However, the PYDs of
NLRP7, NLRP10, and NLRP12 do contain positively and nega-
tively charged patches at similar locations, although they are
less pronounced (supplemental Fig. S8C). For example, in the
NLRP7 and NLRP12 PYDs, a hydrophobic patch interrupts the
positive surface (supplemental Fig. S8C). Nonetheless, both
NLRP7 andNLRP12 appear to retain the ability to interact with
ASC (9, 59). The electrostatic surface of NLRP1 is considerably
different from that of the ASC PYD (supplemental Fig. S8C);
nonetheless it also binds ASC (6). In addition, although POP1
and NLRP3 contain the core residues required for ASC PYD
interaction, they do not interact with each other (Fig. 7D). This
suggests that additional residues surrounding the core interac-
tion sites identified here will modulate interactions and direct
specificity. Therefore, although this study has given critical
insights into the interaction mode of the PYD, additional stud-
ies will be required to fully understand the range of interaction
modes mediated by PYDs.
Because a single binding site on the ASC PYD is insufficient

to mediate a stable interaction with a binding partner, this sug-
gests that PYD interactions are low affinity individual interac-
tions that are strengthened upon oligomerization to increase
binding avidity. The requirement for protein oligomerization is
a recurring theme in the assembly of complexes mediated by
members of the death fold superfamily such as the apoptosome
(60), PIDDosome (54), Myddosome (55), and Fas�FADD DD
complex (56). In each case, an oligomeric platform recruits suc-
cessive components. For example, the apoptosome is built
upon heptameric Apaf-1, which has a much higher affinity for
procaspase-9 than the isolated Apaf-1 CARD (61). Similarly,
during assembly of the Myddosome, MyD88 is recruited by
activated Toll-like receptors and upon oligomerization recruits
IRAK4 (62). The ability of ASC to self-associate and interact
with NLRP3 indicates that ASC self-association may promote
clustering of downstream recruited procaspase-1 as observed
in other complexes where components cluster to allow activa-
tion of the terminally recruited effector molecules (63). Thus

our study identifies many similarities between the roles of the
PYD and other death fold domains in the assembly and activa-
tion of oligomeric signaling complexes.
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FIGURE  S1.  Western  blot  analysis  of   total  cell   lysates  and  soluble  cell   lysates   from  cells  coexpressing  

wild-type  or  mutant  ASC  and  interacting  proteins.    Plasmids  expressing  wild-type  or  mutant  ASC,  or  empty  
vector  (V)  were  co-transfected  with  plasmids  expressing  either  (A)  FLAG-tagged  NLRP3  or  (B)  Myc-tagged  
POP1  in  HEK  293T  cells.    Cells  were  lysed  with  lysis  buffer  and  centrifuged  at  14  000  g  to  remove  cell  debris  
and  insoluble  proteins.    Aliquots  of  total  cell  lysate  (taken  prior  to  centrifugation)  and  the  soluble  cell  lysate  
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FIGURE  S2.  The   key   binding-defective  ASC  PYD  mutants   retain   structural   integrity.   (A)   2D   1H-15N  
HSQC  spectrum  and  backbone  resonance  assignments  of  wild-type  ASC  PYD.  The  spectrum  was  recorded  in  
50  mM  sodium  phosphate  pH  4  and  150  mM  NaCl  at  25°C.  Assignments  of  residues  are  indicated  with  the  one-
letter  amino  acid  code  and  the  sequence  number.  Horizontal  lines  connect  peaks  corresponding  to  side  chain  
NH2  groups  of  Asn  and  Gln   residues.  Residues  corresponding   to   the  His6-tag  are   indicated  by  asterisks  and  

(B-F)  Overlay  of  the  2D  1H-15N  HSQC  spectra  of  wild-type  (black)  and  
mutant  (red)  ASC  PYD  proteins  E13A,  K21A,  R41A,  D48A  and  D51A,  respectively.
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FIGURE  S3.  Assessment   of   structural   integrity   of  ASC  PYD  mutants   that  disrupted   interaction  with  

POP1  only.  (A-D)  Overlay  of  the  2D  1H-15N  HSQC  spectra  of  wild-type  (black)  and  mutant  (red)  ASC  PYD  
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salmon      MSKTVGDILIGVLDDLGEAELKKFRRKLCDRK---QEPKVRRGIVEKA-D  47  
  
  
        
human        ALDLTDKLVSFYLETYGAELTANVLRDMGLQEMAGQLQAATHQGSGAAPAG  99  
monkey      ALDLTDKLVSFYLEAYGAELTANVLRDMGLHETAGQLQAATHQGSGAAPAG  99  
elephant      AVDLTDKIVSFYLEEYGAELTAVVLREIGMRETAEQLQMQIN---------  90  
dog         AMDLTDKLVSFYLEEYGAELTAVVLRDIGMQETAERLQETSHKGHTPGPAG  99  
horse        AMDLTDKLVSFYLEAYGAELTELVLRDMGMQETAERLQEITRK--------  91  
cow         AVDLTDKLVSYYLEAYGAELTALVLRDMGMQEVAEQLQETMSKGPRNVLAE  99  
pig         AIDLTDKLVNYYLEEYSAELTALVLRDIGMKEVAEQLQKTLHKGPGAKPAG  99  
mouse        AIDLTDKLVSYYLESYGLELTMTVLRDMGLQELAEQLQTTKE-ESGAVAAA  98  
rat         PIDLTDKLVSYYLEGYGLELTMSVLRDMGIQELAEQLQKIME-ESGAVATA  98  
chinese  hamster   AMDLTDKLVSFYLEAYGMELTMTVLREMGMQELAEQLQMVIQKESKAVATA  97  
  
frog         EDDVADLIISFYAETYGIEVTLGVLEAIGEMKHHGKLRKSWQEVAAPTPSV  100  
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salmon      PVDLVDILTRTFTEDGAVNVAIEVLGAINCQDVAEELTEFK---KSQGSCV  94  

FIGURE   S4.  The   key   residues   important   for  ASC   interactions   are   conserved   across   diverse   species.  

Sequence   alignment   of  ASC   sequences   with   accession   numbers   BAA87339.2   (human),   NP_001181501.1  
(monkey),   XP_003418917.1   (elephant),   XP_003639139.1   (dog),   XP_001500559.1   (horse),   NP_777155.1  
(cow),  XP_003124516.1   (pig),  NP_075747.3   (mouse),  NP_758825.1   (rat),  EGW03251.1   (chinese   hamster),  
NP_001086388.1  (frog),  ACO08655.1  (rainbow  trout),  NP_571570.2  (zebrafish),  ACN12209.1  (salmon).  The  
conserved  acidic  and  basic  residues  that  mediate  ASC  PYD  interactions  are  coloured  red  and  blue,  respectively.
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FIGURE  S5.  The  L25A  mutation  in  ASC  PYD  disrupts  interaction  with  POP1  but  not  self-association  or  

interaction  with  NLRP3.    Purified  bead-bound  wild-type  or  L25A  mutant  GST-ASC  PYD  was  used  in  binding  
assays  with  in  vitro  translated  35S-methionine-labelled  (A)  ASC,  (B)  NLRP3  or  (C)  POP1.  Bound  protein  was  
eluted  with  SDS-PAGE  sample  buffer  and  subjected  to  SDS-PAGE.  GST-ASC  PYD  was  detected  by  Coomassie  
stain,  while  35S-labelled  proteins  were  detected  by  phosphorimaging.  An  amount  representing  10%  of  the  input  
used   for   binding   studies   is   shown.   (D)  Ribbon   representation  of   the  ASC  PYD  homodimer  model  with   the  
residues  important  for  binding  shown  in  red  (acidic  residues)  and  in  blue  (basic  residues),  and  L25  is  shown  in  
orange.
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FIGURE  S6.  Assembly  of  full-length  ASC  into  a  higher  order  oligomer.  (A)  The  PYDs  of  the  ASC  PYD  
hexamer  (Figure  9)  were  superimposed  with  the  PYDs  of  full-length  ASC.  (B)  Schematic  of  the  full-length  ASC  
hexamer.  In  both  (A)  and  (B),  PYDs  are  shown  in  grey,  CARDs  are  shown  in  green,  and  the  linker  is  shown  in  
orange.
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FIGURE  S7.  Putative  models   of   the  NLRP3/ASC  PYD  complex.   Putative  models   of  ASC/NLRP3  PYD  
heterodimers  were  generated  using  HADDOCK.  The  NLRP3  PYD  (PDB  ID  code  3QF2)  (39)  and  ASC  PYD  
(PDB   ID   code   1UCP)   (37)   were   used   as   starting   structures   for   the   docking   calculations.   (A)   For   one  
ASC/NLRP3  PYD  heterodimer,  K21  and  R41  were  defined  as  active  residues  for  ASC  PYD,  while  E15,  D50  
and  D53  were  defined  as  active  residues  for  NLRP3  PYD.  (B)  For  the  second  heterodimer,  E13,  D48  and  D51  
were  defined  as  active  residues  for  ASC  PYD,  while  K23  and  R43  were  defined  as  active  residues  for  NLRP3  
PYD.  (C)  To  demonstrate  how  ASC  PYD  can  simultaneously  self-associate  and  interact  with  NLRP3,  the  ASC  
PYDs  of  the  two  ASC/NLRP3  PYD  heterodimers  were  aligned  with  ASC  PYDs  of  the  homodimer.  (D)  As  in  
(C),  except  that  ASC  PYDs  were  replaced  with  full-length  ASC  by  superimposing  the  PYDs  of  full-length  ASC  
with  the  PYDs  of  the  homodimer.  In  all  panels,  NLRP3  PYD  is  shown  in  blue  while  ASC  PYD  is  shown  in  grey,  
and  in  (D),  ASC  CARD  is  shown  in  green  and  ASC  linker  is  shown  in  orange.
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ASC              ALDLTDKLVSFYLETYGAELTANVLRDMGLQEMAGQLQAAT  89  
POP1            IVDLTDKLVASYYEDYAAELVVAVLRDMRMLEEAARLQRAA  89  
NLRP3          HVDLATLMIDFNGEEKAWAMAVWIFAAINRRDLYEKAKRDE  91  
  
NLRP1          GMEVASYLVAQYGEQRAWDLALHTWEQMGLRSLCAQAQEGA  90  
NLRP7          GKKLAEILVNTSSENWIRNATVNILEEMNLTELCKMAKAEM  91  
NLRP10        PVDLAELLISKYGEKEAVKVVLKGLKVMNLLELVDQLSHIC  94  
mNLRP10      QVDLASKLISMYGAQEAVRVVSRSLLAMNLMELVDYLNQVC  90  
NLRP12        PLEMAQLLITHFGPEEAWRLALSTFERINRKDLWERGQRED  93  

C ASC NLRP1 NLRP7 NLRP12NLRP10

FIGURE  S8.  Residues  critical  for  interaction  of  the  ASC  PYD  are  not  conserved  in  NLRP1,  NLRP7,  NLRP10  

and  NLRP12.  (A)  Amino  acid  sequence  alignment  of  the  PYDs  of  ASC,  POP1,  NLRP3,  NLRP1,  NLRP7,  NLRP10,  
murine  NLRP10  and  NLRP12.  Acidic  and  basic  residues  important  for  all  interactions  of  the  ASC  PYD  are  coloured  red  
and  blue,  respectively.  (B)  Structures  of  the  PYDs  from  ASC  (PDB  ID  code  1UCP)  (37),  NLRP1  (PDB  ID  code  1PN5)  
(38),  NLRP7  (PDB  ID  code  2KM6)  (40),  murine  NLRP10  (PDB  ID  code  2DO9)  and  NLRP12  (PDB  ID  code  2L6A)  
(41)  were  aligned  using  PyMol  and  the  residues  important  for  interaction  of  the  ASC  PYD  are  indicated  with  acidic  
residues  in  red  and  basic  residues  in  blue.  (C)  Surface  electrostatic  potential  of  the  PYDs  of  ASC,  NLRP1,  NLRP7,  
NLRP10,  and  NLRP12.  Surface  views  are  shown  in  the  same  orientation  as  panel  (B).
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